
On or off road, rugged or sophisticated, 

The Zotye Nomad Hunter dresses up or 

down for any driving experience

www.zotye.co.za

Veh i c l e sp ec i f i c a t i o ns

F e a t ures

Configuration

Dimension/Weight

Suspension system (front/rear) MacPherson 
Engine 1.5l independent front 
Engine Type 4G15 inline four cylinder, suspension/5-rod rigid 

sixteen-valve, SOHC, axle rear suspension
multi-point electric fuel Tyre 205/70 R15
injection gasoline engine Max speed (km/h) 145

Max power (kW/rpm) 78/6000
Max torque (Nm/rpm) 134/4500

Length/Width/Height (mm) 2900/1555/1670Emission Nation III (with OBD)
Wheelbase (mm) 2420Fuel type RON93 + unleaded 
Tread (mm) 1305/1310gasoline
Ground clearance (mm) 190Fuel consumption (60km/h) 5.4l
Max grade ability (%) 30Driving System Rear drive
Curb weight (kg) 1145Transmission 5-speed M/T
Full-loaded weight (kg) 1530Steering system Hydraulic 
Fuel tank calacity (L) 46power steering system
Trunk capacity (L) 454/1158 Brake system Vented disc front/drum 

(rear seats folded)rear + vacuum booster

Exterior Comfort

Safety Features

Crystal & diamond halogen head lamp Comfortable fabric seat
Large strip combination rear tail lamp Front/rear comfortable headrest (adjustable)
Foglight (rear) Advanced needle-punched carpet
Large inlet grill Unitary two-color instrument panel (dimpled-grain table-
Energy-absorbed unitary front bumper board to prohibit flash)
Multifunctional luggage carrier LED Luminescence instrument panel (adjustable)
Lower side plaque High-power A/C system 
Spare Wheel cover 360 Adjustable ventilator
Steel wheel Inner reading lamp

Visor with mirror
Chromeplated high-quality inner handle

ABS Front wiper
Three-point seatbelt for front seats Rear electric defroster
Three-point seatbelt for two rear outer seats/two-point for Central lock
rear middle seat Two-door power windows
Alight headlamp alarm system 5/5 Folding rear seats
Overspeed alarm system (120km/h) Trunk lighting
Children's lock FM/AM/USB/AUX speaker
All-metal integral body 4 speaker system
Unitary side panel
High-strength anti-impact steel girder for four doors
Energy-absorbed shrinkable steering column
Anti-impact steel girder for instrument panel

Zotye South Africa (Pty) Ltd reserves the rights to change the above specifications without prior notice Zotye South Africa (Pty) Ltd
98 Van Riebeeck Street 011 452 7185



A modern, European design with beautiful, 

smooth-flowing lines that emphasise motion 
and entices you to explore your wildest 
dreams and beyond. In the more familiar 
urban environment, it fashionably oozes style, 
beauty and confidence.

Diamond halogen 
front lamp:
Copious amounts of 
halogen gas greatly 
extend front lamp 
life, increases 
brightness and 
stabilises light 
colour temperature.

Large tail light strip: 

Ultra-bright and 
positioned higher, the 
innovative tail light 
clusters provide 
maximum visibility and 
rear end safety.

As care and protection is inherent in human 
nature, a comprehensive range of safety 
features instil trust and bring man and 
machine closer together.

ABS prevents drifting and lateral movement, 
maintain stability when braking in corners, 
shortening braking distance and improving 
overall safety considerably. 

ABS

Rear-wheel drive train:
Even weight distribution provides excellent 
steering stability and smooth driving, 
enabling the driver to savour the enjoyment 
of the driving experience, irrespective of 
speed or road conditions.

A rigid chassis and frame, 
wrapped in solid metal body 
panels with anti-impact 
girders in all four doors 
provide a safety cocoon which 
can absorb and dissipate 
impact energy, protecting and 
securing driver and 
passengers

Perfection, refinement, attention 
to detail – experience the luxury 
of ample space and comfort, 
smooth acceleration and 
abundant power at your disposal 
in the Zotye Hunter.
Put the fun back in your journey.

1,5 litre, Four-cylinder, 
16 valve Mitsubishi 
engine SOHC and 
multi-point fuel 
injection:

The trusted Mitsubishi 
engine offers proven 
technology and 
perfectly balances 
performance, 
reliability and 
economy.

Two electronic control windows:

Convenient, smooth and easy to 
use. Added child safety feature in 
the rear.

Integrated centre console & 
instrument panel:

LED luminescent instrument panel:

Elegant and fashionable two-
colour design. Gray, intaglio-
treated instrument faces eliminate 
glare and prevents driver 
distraction. 

Instantly readable, reducing eye 
fatigue to a minimum.

Air spoiler with High Mounted Stop lamp:

Whilst adding style and flair, the rear 
spoiler provides additional stability at 
high speed, boosting driver confidence.

Suspension: 
McPherson front and 5 rod rear suspension – 
a high performance suspension that provides 
maximum stability and comfort during 
acceleration, braking and turning – absolutely 
essential during accident avoidance 
manoeuvres. 

454/1158 litre boot space:
A super large luggage compartment to 
accommodate a lifestyle that requires extra 
carrying capacity.
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